Command performance
Control
your world

A pioneer in control and automation technology

Founded in 1992, Remote Technologies Incorporated (RTI) is a leading control systems manufacturer offering innovative, sophisticated, and user-friendly products for professionally installed electronic systems. Delivering a superior experience for the user is not a revelation, it is what we have been perfecting for over twenty years.
Master your technology with RTI custom electronic control systems.
And discover how much you can achieve with one touch.

RTI’s professional-grade control products are powerful enough to control systems of any size or scope. They’re intuitive enough for any user to operate confidently. Because our systems are designed and manufactured to perform under the most demanding conditions, you can expect reliable performance every time.

Ask yourself what you need to get done. Then let RTI become the link between your will and your world.
In the boardroom, time is money and excellence is expected. That’s why RTI control systems set the standard for intuitive operation, reliability under pressure, and wide-ranging capabilities. Our technology isn’t just a tool you can rely on – it’s a business asset you can leverage.

**Broaden your influence**

Designed with the unique requirements of today’s boardroom in mind, the hard-wired CX7 is the perfect controller when “always on”, intuitive control is required. Outfitted with a 7” LCD touchpanel with adjustable tilt, the CX7 can be mounted on flat surfaces such as a tabletop or counter, or the unit can be inverted for under-cabinet installations. Additional features include wired and wireless Ethernet enabling two-way control with RTI systems, while analog A/V inputs and stereo speakers allow video viewing directly on the CX7.
**Capture their attention**

Forums like classrooms, auditoriums and places of worship demand a unique breed of control system. Robust capacity and flexibility are combined with one-touch simplicity to meet the needs of multiple users. Beyond ease of use, RTI professional-grade control systems also provide durability and reliability you can count on in front of an audience.

**KX3**

The KX3 is not just a pretty interface - it is a unique hybrid device that combines the capabilities of an in-wall touchpanel and an advanced control processor.* The result is an enhanced automation solution, delivering control simplicity and tremendous power, in one cost-effective unit. The state-of-the-art KX3 is perfectly suited for commercial environments such as classrooms and conference rooms.

**KX7**

The extraordinary KX7 is packed full of powerful features for complete control of entertainment, environment and security systems in a wall-mounted color LCD touchpanel. A brilliant 7” WVGA multi-touch capacitive touch screen displays the completely customizable control interface, while analog video inputs provide crystal clear video at up to 576p resolution.

---

*KX3 control processor features will be enabled with a firmware update.
Energize your atmosphere

What if you could manipulate every aspect of the guest experience with a simple touch? RTI’s customizable, scalable systems enable you to do just that – quickly and intuitively. From sound and light, to HVAC and security, all your electronics systems can be instantly accessed, and their functions effortlessly choreographed.

T1-B+
Combining affordability with flexibility, the T1-B+ looks like a basic remote, but it is so much more. Robust features include dual wireless RF capability and backlit buttons for reliable control – even in dark rooms. All of the T1-B+ buttons can be individually programmed to control devices or execute multi-step macros, while eight “source” buttons can be custom labeled, making the remote incredibly easy to use.

RTiPanel App
The RTiPanel app is a perfect example of the exciting way that today’s electronics are converging. The RTiPanel offers the same intuitive control experience RTI remote controls offer, running on Apple® or Android™ smart phones and tablets. Providing secure local or remote access, users can easily control and monitor the A/V, lighting, thermostats, security systems and more – with no training required.
Master your environment

Convenience and luxury become one with custom systems that control audio/video, lighting, security and HVAC through an elegant, intuitive interface. Designed to satisfy the most discriminating clientele, RTI’s products for multiple dwelling units integrate seamlessly into settings as diverse as the people who live in them.

**KX7**
With a sleek, low profile and vivid 7” color touch screen, the KX7 blends seamlessly into any decor, offering the convenience of dedicated control to keep up with your busy lifestyle. Featuring built-in Ethernet, analog video viewing, intercom support and more, this powerhouse controller is your central hub for all-encompassing control.

**T3x**
Twenty years of award-winning engineering and design experience is clearly reflected in the T3x - the flagship controller from RTI. Precision-crafted with a 3.5” high-resolution touchscreen, WiFi®, intercom support and more, the T3x redefines what is possible with a remote control.
Accelerate your capabilities

In mobile applications, every system has to pull its weight. RTI products meet transportation’s unique challenges with robust programmability, intuitive functionality and class-leading performance. Wherever you go – and however you get there – count on RTI to lead the way.

RTiPanel App
Providing secure local or remote access to an RTI XP series control processor from any Internet connection, the RTiPanel allows for LAN control via WiFi® and WAN control off site. This allows users to view and adjust A/V and thermostats, monitor security systems and turn off lights from nearly anywhere in the world.

WK2
Combining modern styling and custom control, the WK2 features an all-glass exterior, capacitive touch keypad, and bright OLED display with two-way feedback. The water-resistant keypad extends the RTI automation platform to settings such as bathrooms, outdoor theaters, health clubs, yachts, and more.
Increasingly, condominium and resort developments are evolving into high-tech communities where residents are surrounded by amenities that deliver immersive entertainment experiences, engaging social events, and spaces where guests can simply sit back and relax. When Garden Communities in San Diego was looking to construct a recreational center for its thousands of residents, only a state-of-the-art 40,000-square-foot facility would satisfy the development’s desire to bring guests the absolute best in commercial recreation. Touting a bowling alley, sports bar, gyms, tech rooms, roof deck spa, karaoke system, and more, the uniquely designed center relies on RTI’s advanced portfolio of innovative interfaces to seamlessly control all of its A/V components. The result is a fun, engaging, and fully integrated environment that remains incredibly easy to use for any staff member or community resident.

For a multi-room, 80,000-square-foot space at Omni Flow Computers, the Texas-based company turned to RTI’s advanced control ecosystem to make a state-of-the-art AV system incredibly easy to use. Designed around RTI’s XP-8s control processor, AD-8x audio distribution systems, and beautifully designed KX7 in-wall touchpanels, integrator iEvolve Technology was able to custom-build a user experience that takes no more than a few screen taps to operate.

“RTI’s control system was an excellent investment for our company. People use the system every day, and so far we’ve received nothing but positive feedback.” Phil Cates - Owner, Omni Flow Computers Inc.

For a busy Buffalo Wild Wings franchise in New Philadelphia, Ohio, live televised sports are key for keeping a constant flow of customers coming into the restaurant. With a total of 80 video displays paneled across the 6,800-square-foot space, ownership was looking for a solution that would allow staff members to operate the system easily, ensuring that fans never miss a second of the action. To tackle a project of this scale integrator VST Productions turned to RTI’s powerful control solutions.

“Some of the staff members felt overwhelmed operating so many televisions. Using RTI’s KX7, this Buffalo Wild Wings location was able to train new employees on how to manage over a dozen sources and every television in the bar in only ten minutes.” Caleb Purvis - Director of Technology at VST Productions.
Union Street Café in London is a popular restaurant from celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay. For business meetings and private lunches, a key feature of the establishment is the Media Room, a private dining room outfitted with state-of-the-art A/V technology. To provide simple, intuitive control over the high-end equipment, integrator Tateside Ltd. turned to RTI.

“The client is very pleased with the technology in the Media Room, from the power of the sound system to how simple it is to control all the equipment. The customized graphical interface is a hit, and users haven’t had any trouble operating the system.” Jack Cornish - Project manager for Tateside Ltd.

Davidoff of Geneva’s in-store branding revolves around combining high-tech media with sleek interiors. The cigar company’s flagship store in Manhattan was looking to implement a comprehensive control solution that would provide the power to automate and easily operate the store’s entire A/V system — without intruding on the location’s meticulous visual presentation. By turning to RTI’s sophisticated control and automation technology, integrator Mattera Design was able to maintain the Swiss brand’s flawless appearance while creating an intuitive control experience.

“This level of operational and aesthetic simplicity sets the standard for their future plans. As a result, they have already ordered four more locations to be designed exactly like their flagship store.” Joseph Mattera - Owner, Mattera Design, Inc.

Navicomm Marine Systems installed a fully integrated entertainment system in a 105-foot Azimut Motor Yacht. In addition to providing the yacht owner and his guests with an unmatched A/V experience, one of the primary goals of the installation was exceptionally reliable and simple control. To meet this requirement, Navicomm utilized RTI’s XP-6 control processor and three iPads® running the RTiPanel app: one each in the yacht’s saloon, aft deck, and flybridge.

“The owner of the yacht and I have both been very pleased with the onboard entertainment system and its ease of use. The iPad controllers have greatly simplified what would otherwise be a very complicated system requiring a trained crew member and various remote controls.” P. Gardner - Yacht manager.
Not just an app
More than a remote
A complete line of control solutions

Wireless Interfaces
The convenience and simplicity of a dedicated wireless controller is unmatched - easy enough for anyone to use.

Wired Interfaces
Always-on, wired controllers are fast and reliable, ready to keep up with the speed of business.

Software Interfaces
Smartphones, tablets and PCs offer the same level of control from virtually anywhere...even the beach.

*Communication and control options vary by model.
RTI control processors mounted in a rack or cabinet quietly provide the reliable control options necessary to have complete command of every aspect of the environment. Additional accessories are available to add even more power and flexibility, so that when the installation grows, the RTI control eco-system grows right along with it.

Control Processors

RTI products are sold through a network of trained dealers and professional system integrators. RTI does not sell directly to the public. To locate a qualified dealer, visit www.rticorp.com or call us today at 952.253.3100.

Audio Distribution Systems and Amplifiers

RTI audio distribution systems allow the user to listen to any source in any room. With amazing sound and easy expansion up to 64 zones, let the music play - everywhere!

- Simple
- Powerful
- Unlimited

Award-winning Products

The award-winning line of RTI user interfaces and control processors have been singled out by the industry and media alike for advanced technology, superior ergonomics and intuitive operation.
Master your media
RTI solutions provide you with easy access to all of your entertainment technology.

Audio
- A/V Receivers
- Multi-zone Audio
- Media Streamers
- Audio Processors/DSP
- Audio Matrix Switches

Video
- Televisions
- DVRs
- Media Streamers
- Video Projectors
- Video Matrix Switches
- Video Conferencing

Integration Partner Program
RTI has reached out to the top manufacturers in their respective markets and established a partnership to ensure that RTI products integrate easily with their products*. RTI products have been designed with an open architecture and robust integration options for reliable control over all of your electronic systems. Even if a manufacturer or product is not listed above, it is very likely that RTI can control it. Talk to your dealer today for details.

*While we do our very best to support all of the products manufactured by the companies in our Integration Partner Program, the level of support may vary depending on the type and models that are used.
Automate the environment
Experience the ultimate in environmental intelligence.

**Utility**
- Lighting
- HVAC/Thermostats
- Shade Systems
- Pool/Spa Control
- Irrigation
- Energy Management

**Security**
- Security Cameras/DVR
- Security Systems
- Door Locks
- Power Conditioners
- Rack Systems

---

Efficient Automation

- Drag-and-drop two-way programming
- Master/slave processor configuration support
- Expansion modules (IR, RS-232, Relay, Z-Wave®)
- Event scheduling (via drivers, time-based, sensing, etc.)
- Certified drivers free to RTI dealers
- SDK available for driver development

All features and specifications subject to change without notice.